Burial at

sea

The Komsomolets Disaster
George Montgomery
Some five years ago the Russian nuclear attack subma
rine Komsomolets sank in the Norwegian Sea. The
event

caused consternation in the Soviet Navy,

interest in NATO maritime and

Komsomolets

high

intelligence circles, and

apprehension among environmentalists. This concern
bro
arose particularly in Norway, for the submarines
ken hull holds

two

nuclear reactors and at least

two tor

with nuclear warheads

containing plutonium,
pedoes
one of the most toxic -substances known to man. Since
the sinking, Russian authorities have elicited to an
unprecedented degree scientific assistance from other
countries and used remote

sensors

and minisubmersi

tofind Komsomolets, measure radiation leakage,
the stability of the wreck. Ironically, the
architect of this instrument of war who designed it to
hunt US and Norwegian ships is asking for and receiv
ing assistance in surveying the submarine and assess
ing its stability from Komsomolets intended victims.
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She

Severodvinsk,

a

was

closed Soviet

actually water-cooled. Her inner pressure hull was tita
nium, light and strong, making her the worlds deepest
diving submarine, and her operating depth below 3,000
feet

was

far below that of the best of US subs. She

pedoes

men

warheads. NATO dubbed her type Mike and

the unit to be first of

a
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large
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expected

attack submarines.

-

-

was

and could carry a mix oftor
by
and cruise missiles with conventional or nuclear
about 70

manned
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Commu

1983. in

launched in

May
city on the Barents Sea
with the worlds largest shipyard. She was 400 feet long,
37 feet high and 27 feet in beam with a submerged dis
placement of 8,000 tonsa very large sub indeed.
Komsomolets had two nuclear reactors, long thought to
be of revolutionary design (liquid-metal coolant) but
nist
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Komsomolets

She became

operational in late 1984 but no further
Although a prototype, she went on
operational patrols and was described as an antisubma
rine warfare unit in May 1989.
Mikes

The

built.

were

Sinking

It is 7

April 1989. Komsomolets, of the Soviet Northern
cruising at 1,250 feet below the surface of the
Norwegian Sea, some 100 miles southwest of Bjornoya
(Bear Island) and 200 miles to the north of the Norwe
gian mainland. She has been on patrol for 39 days.
Fleet, is

At 11:00

a.m.

Seaman Nodai-i Bukhnikashvili reports

all well in

Compartment 7, the location of steering and
aftmost space on the ship. Moments later, a high-

the

pressure air line connecting to main ballast tanks allow
ing the submarine to control its depth bursts its seal in

the seventh compartment. Somehow a spray of oil hits
a hot surface there, and a flash fire begins in the high
pressure oxygen-rich air. Three minutes later Capt.
Third Rank Vyacheslav Yudin, Kornsomolets watch

engineer

in the control room, notes

a

perature aft. He calls Bukhnikashvili
but receives

time in the

Chief

reply.
deck log.
no

Lt.

Igor

rise in tem

sharp
on

the

intercom,

Molchanov notes the

Engineer Valentin Babenko and Commanding
Captain First Rank Yevgeniy Vanin are now in

Officer

the control

room.

Babenko recommends Vanin smother

the apparent fire with freon, a nonflammable gas. Vanin
delays, knowing the gas would smother the seaman as

shut down and the sub loses

well

diving planes

as

the fire. But

activated. The

tem

fire in

he

reluctantly orders the sys
high-pressure air line is feeding the

Compartment

viii is the first of the

soon

7 like
crew

blast furnace. Bukhnikash

a

to

die. The fire is

now

beyond

containment.

hydraulic pressure to con
trol surfaces. The vertical rudder jams, and the stem
cannot

be controlled.

Captain

Vanin

orders the main ballast tanks blown, and Komsonwiets

rises

nearly 300 feet. Here he repeats the procedure.
Somehow, by blowing extra water ballast, Vanin man
ages to bring the sub to the surface. As she founders, he
signals an encoded SOS to his headquarters.
to

Pressure aft forces oil into
arcs

Compartment 6, and the fire
through cableways despite closed hatches. Turbine

generators here wind down, the emergency system to
protect the nuclear reactors from overload kicks in, and
the

propeller shaft stops. Fearing

a

meltdown,

tor officer shuts down the submarines

power. Now Komsornolets is
on

and

at a

depth of 500 feet,

main

powerless.

the

reac

source

With

of

But

a.m.

has not put Komsomolets out of

a.m., the fire has

danger.

spread through cableways to
all aft compartments and has reached nearly 2,000 F.
The rubber coating on the outer hull designed to muffle
acoustic detection begins to slide off in strips.

no

way
she loses vital lift. Inte

rior communications cutoff. At 11:13

surfacing

By 11:2!

oil pumps
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Komsomolets

engaged in damage control
the ship don masks
fighting
topside.
the
using
emergency breathing system. But with the
loss of high-pressure air, fumes from Compartment 7
have brought carbon monoxide (CO), a tasteless, odor
less, and toxic gas, into the system. Men get dizzy and
doctor Lt. Leonid Zayats suspects something wrong. He
rips off his mask and tests the air. A fatal concentration
of CO is detected. Now most of the crew will fight for
their ship in a swelter of smoke and foul air.
Vanin orders all hands not

Those

to save

At 12:19 p.m. Vanin abandons security protocol and
sends a message in the clear giving the submarine name,

location, and dire circumstances. The Navy responds.
Fleet Admiral Chernavin, the senior Soviet naval officer,
is alerted while at

a

signaling

Northern Fleet

Headquarters.

a.m. his message is received, but garbleda
By
Soviet submarine somewhere is in trouble, and air crews
are

the Defense

at

Ministry.

take all steps to rescue
headquarters
the crew, including assistance from Norway. Fleet Head
to

quarters finds three Soviet ships within 70 miles of
Komsomolets and orders them
Red Banner Northern Fleet
the Kola Peninsula

Vanin continues

conference

He orders his

are

not

dispatched,

to

the

rescue

scene.

The first

aircraft takes off from

12:43 p.m. But M-l2 amphibians
and no one alerts the Norwegians.
at

11:4 1

Nonetheless, they know of the alert through intercepted
communications, but delay sending help because it is

alerted.

unclear whether

By noon the fire reaches forward compartments. Noth
ing is heard from the nine crewmen manning the reac
tors in Compartment 4. Yudin and another officer don
self-contained breathing gear, open the hatch, and enter.
Miraculously, they find two officers still alive in the
smoke-filled compartment and bring them out. More
rescuers try to ventilate Compartment 5 and bring out
two crewmen. One survives. In Compartment 3 Seaman
Roman Filippov tries to restart a diesel generator to pro
vide ships power. He succeeds but becomes ill and is
ordered topside. Capt. Third Rank Anatolly Ispenkov
takes

over

and continues

to man

a

practice

rescue

is under way.

At 2:20 p.m. the rescue aircraft radios Vanin and hears
that the fire is not spreading. Most men assemble on the
weather deck. At 2:40 p.m. the rescue aircraft breaks
through the clouds and spots Komsomolets dead in the

Visibility is fair, sea state moderate. The men are
by the sight of aircraft. Thinking that surface
will
arrive
soon, they do not don wet suits,
help
the
is cold enough at 36 F to kill them
water
although
in 15 minutes. In a short time the wind begins to kick
up, seas rise to 4 feet, and the men hang on to the slip
pery deck. For the next two hours everything seems
water.

heartened

the post.

KOMSOMOLETS
COMPARTMENTS

I

TORPEDO

2

QUARTERS

3

GENERATOR

4

REACTOR

5 CONTROL
6 TURBINE
7 STEERING

C CON
F ESCAPE CAPSULE
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Komsomoaets

under control. The
is not

ship

taking

crew

clears

Compartment 5, and the
rescue is expected to

Surface

water.

on

arrive at 6:00 p.m. Most of the crew are now on the
weather decks as the smoke inside the ship is becoming
intolerable. In the control
inches. Few

room

visibility

is less than 6

remain inside. Vanin, Yudin, and Mo!

now

Inside the

sinking Komsornolets six men are still alive.
Captain Vanin guides them to their last hope, the escape
capsule. American submariners would not have this
himself,
option. They close the hatch. Vanin counts.
one is
Yudin, Slyusarenko, Krasnobayev, Chernikov
hear
to
a
missing.. Ispenkov. They
knocking, try
.

open the

erator, and Warrant Officers

ments

and Chernikov remain

.

.

.

.

chanov in the control room,

Ispenkov manning the gen
Slyusarenko, Krasnobayev,
inside to save the ship.

.

hatch, but it is

late. The

too

outer

compart

walls

collapse. Komsornolets goes down 300,
feet.
At 1,300 feet the scale no longer
500, 1,000
records, but the sub continues down. The

For

Vanin has been

than four hours

Captain
attempting to right his ship. Upon surfacing he corrects
an initial port list by counterflooding. Two hours later a
starboard list develops. Vanin is handicapped by dam
aged equipment, hazardous conditions, and a nearly
complete lack of information from his instruments.
more

About 4:30 p.m. Vanin orders two port ballast tanks
to trim the sub. This does not work and serves

blown

only

to

taking on water. Komsornolets after
not equipped with kingston valves that

accelerate

ballast tanks

are

would close under water, and her pressure hull has been
breached. She begins taking on water quickly astern.

damage control
Captain Vanin

No

p.m.

measures can save

her

orders the

abandon

crew to

now.

At 4:42

ship

and

men desper
capsule but without success.
Another explosion rocks the ship, and suddenly the
escape capsule breaks freeflying to the surface. Once
there, the hatch blows off. But only Slyusarenko is able
to get out, as the capsule floods in the rough seas. Vanin,
Yudin, Krasnobayev, and Chernikov sink in the capsule
to rejoin Komsornolets more than 5,000 feet below.

ately try

Shortly
up 30

to

release the

after 6:00 p.m. a fishing boat arrives and
Of the 69 crewmembers, 39 are

Molchanov is recovered and feels fine, but

already dead.

the smoke inhaled while
control

room

He and two
rant

picks

crewmen.

Officer

keeping

and the waters

more

will

die. Doctor

soon

Slyusarenko

the deck

log

in the

chill have taken their toll.

are

Zayats and War

among the survivors.

minutes later sends his last radio message.
At 5:00 p.m. two life rafts

the aircraft

a rescue

The

below

drops
captain goes

Komsomolets is

now

bridge
tower.

to

are

pod.

inflated
Men

on

the bow, and

begin

to enter

get the last of his

sinking

fast. The last

crew, but

man on

the

shuts the hatch as water pours over the conning
The water would drown those still inside if he

left the hatch open. Koinsomolets is equipped with an
escape capsule, and perhaps they can use it. At 5:08
p.m. Komsomolets

begins

hour before surface

an

to

help

The Aftermath

them.

sink stern first. It will be

Komsonwiets did

not

this incident could

die

quietly.

In the

era

of

glasnost

be covered up, even in the
Soviet media. Moreover, the Norwegians observed the
rescue

not

attempts and

were

worried about

released in their economic

zone.

mounted. The

claimed

reached the

Norwegians

scene

by air

or

radioactivity

Recriminations

surface

they
two

could have

hours before the

submarine sank. Within

arrives.

a week a blow-by-blow
appeared in the widely circulated Soviet news
papers Koinsrnolskaya Pravda and Sovieiskaya Rossiya
with detailed time-events from the rescue aircraft point

account

The self-rescue is not
turns.

going

well. One life raft

Men crowd aboard, but

some

have to

over

cling

to

the

sides. The second raft goes down with the sub, breaks
free, but too far for the men to reach. More small rafts
are

dropped from

enough for the
mens
to

hands

hang

hour

slip

on

more

50

are

the

rescue

men

aircraft, but there

are

not

large raft,
Zayats tells them

in the water. On the

getting

numb. Doctor

by their teeth. Some succeed, but in the next
than half, including Babyenko and Filippov,

of view. Within

a

month the crew, dead and alive,

awarded the Order of the Red Banner, and

months after the
Akademik

Komsornolets

away and drown.
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was

stories

so long for help to arrive. Two
sinking, the oceanographic rescue ship
Mstislav Keldysh using subrnersibles found

explained why

it took

more

a

mile down.

Komsomolets

The Russian

Oceanographic

Fleet and the
side the USSR. With the reduction in naval units and

Keldysh

operations now being experienced by the
Navy, oceanographic operations at sea are
also being drawn down. But impressively capable
ships still operate.
overseas

If effort expended at sea is any criterion, the Russians
lead the world in oceanographic research. From a
humble beginning of one wooden schooner in 1922,
the Soviet research fleet grew to over 300, more than
the rest of the world combined. At the peak of its ef
forts, the Institute of Oceanology of the Academy of
Sciences

oversaw

/5 separate institutes in acoustics,

geophysics, biology, and other marine-related scienc
es. Although most of these institutes scientific ships
were involved in fishing research, at least 120 were
hydrographic in nature. Some of these were subordi
nated to the Navy and manned by military personnel,
but most had a misture of naval and civilian mariners
and technicians, and the hulls

were

constructed out-
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Russian

One

of the most capable of Russian oceanographic re
ships is Akademik Mstislav Keldysh. At 400
feet in length and over 5,000 tons displacement,
Keldysh is the worlds largest oceanographic re
search ship, with /8 laboratories and space for addi
tional special-purpose rooms. A crew of 50 supports
the efforts of over 80 scientists-technicians. The out
standing specialty of the Keldysh is as the mother ship
of the Mir submersibles.
search

Komsomolets

The 1991

Survey

The international outcry

following

the

Komsomolets forced the Soviet and its

sian Government

to

take serious steps

sinking

of

successor

to

Raising

the submarine would be difficult.

It

be

approved

recommendation

to

a

Further surveys

a

The 1992
In

Komsomolets. Besides

another

surveying

the

ship,

he wanted to

determine the

reason it sank and to measure any radia
tion hazards and propose solutions. Spasskiy devised a
program comprising efforts of hydrography, fishing,

and

oceanography institutes with the research ship
Keldysh as the centerpiece featuring experts in ocean
sciences and nuclear reactors and weapons.

August

plers
in the

Keldysh returned to the scene. She
arrays, probes, trawis, and core-sam

of 1991,

used towed

sonar

for site measurements of the water and

mile-deep

detailed

area

to

seal the wreck

hermetically

on

were

absolutely

necessary.

government commissions

examine and raise the submarine

year after the sinking. They gave the lead to Igor D.
Spasskiy, head of the Russian Bureau that designed

In

possible

determine the

dangers posed by the disaster. They apparently wished
to avoid another Chornobyl cover-up. The USSR Coun
cil of Ministers

might

the bottom.

Rus

sea

bottom

of the wreck. But most of the

measurements were

taken

by

her on-board sub

mersibles Mir 1 and Mir 2.

Survey

1992 the Russian government approved
to clarify and further delineate the

April

expedition

Koinsomolets. Because Keldysh was not
during the July-August weather window, a
shorter May time frame was scheduled. A total of 286
people took part, including one Norwegian and 56 Rus
sian scientists. The expedition used many of the same
devices from the year before, but added some deepwater remote viewing equipment. The Mirs conducted

damage

to

available

more

The

than 75 hours of manned bottom time.

expedition

looked at the

rescue

half-mile from the hull, checked

chamber about

out the bow of

a

the sub

marine, and took extensive samples of water, bottom
sediments, and organisms. Poor weather limited the time
available for collection.

The remote TV

was

able to look inside the hull in

some

appeared as if there had been an explosion in
causing concern because this compart
ment houses the torpedoes with their nuclear warheads
and lethally poisonous plutonium. Experts preliminarily
concluded that this explosion was from gas fumes in
Compartment 1 and not from high explosives in the tor
pedoes. The following conclusions were drawn from

Damage

the 199! survey:

appear to be
tion.

places.

It

the bow section,

Settling

was

The inner

not

(pressure)
places.

The reactor
tube doors

Radiation
cause

or

was more

extensive than noted earlier. The

pressure hull had been breached

near

the bow.

It had cracks

running lengthwise. The Russians
acknowledged the presence of torpedoes with nuclear
warheads in the bow, but they stated that tests revealed
no

concentrations of radiation in

drinking

water

excess

of established

standards. Further, the hull did

suffering

additional

damage

not

from deteriora

of the submarine between the 1989 and the

1991 surveys

ber of

inner

was

were

The scientists concluded that the loss of hull

excessive.

hull had been breached in

a num

venting somewhat, and the torpedo
open but the torpedoes appeared intact.

leakage

was

integrity
precluded raising the submarine, that the hull should be
monitored periodically for leaks, and that perhaps the
hull should be sealed or the torpedo compartment cut
off, raised, and buried. In any case, more expeditions
were

minimal, but corrosion might

future increases.
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needed.

Komsomolets

Mir SubmersiWes
150 pounds and

Mir- 1 and Mir-2

are

the most

capable

manned sub

mersibles in the Russian inventory. Only the United
States, France, and Japan also have craft capable of

carrying special instruments and a crew of three to be
low 20,000 feet, allowing first-hand observation of 98
percent of the ocean floor. The Mirs were built in Fin
land in 1987 for the Academy of Sciences and have
been engaged in oceanographic research for over six
years, often with international crews.

for storing tools or bottom sam
ples.
navigation, communications, and re
cording systems and can obtain exact position fixes
cans

Mir has

from

beacons

set

in the

In addition to dives
crews

on

sea

bottom.

Komsomolets, international

have conducted Mir dives in

American

Pacific

coast

abysses off the

and on the Titanic wreck in the

North Atlantic.

For the Komsomolets mission, the Mirs had been

Mirs

usually operate in pairs so that one can serve as
a rescue vessel for the other. Ballast is adjusted, and
predive checks are conducted much like a preflight.
The pilot, copilot, and scientist climb into the tight 6and-a-half-foot-diameter sphere that can withstand
pressures of 2,000 atmospheres (30,000 pounds!
square

inch).

A Mir is lowered

by

crane

into the water,

unhitched, and towed away from Keldysh by small
boat. Then it is
a

ready

to

descend untethered

at

80 feet

minute, orabout one hourtodropa mile. It can

at

equipped with dosimeters and special absorbing pads
for radionuclide measurements. From 23 to 31 August
1991 the Mirs made six 10- to 13-hour dives together
on Komsomolets with crews of hydronauts, scientists,
and navy officers. The first dive determined that radio
activity around the wreck did not pose a hazard to the
surveyors. Subsequently, the crews inspected the hull
and debris; took water, bottom, and biologic samples;
and took photos and videotapes.

move

The survey detennined that the reactors hermetic seal
broken but that radiation emission was so minor

5 knots underwater and has air for 20 hours.

was

Mu has three

lights and can record visual images with
photographic and video cameras and make
numerous electronic and hydrologic recordings with
other sensors. It has two arms capable of lifting
both
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that people and the environment were not endangered.
Subsequent corrosion, however, might damage the or
ganisms found around the site.

Komsomolets

The 1993

Survey

research into the

raising
The Russians

published

results of the 1991 and 1992

surveys, including their rather benign prognosis of
radioactive seepage. As plans for the next mission were

they changed their tack, handing out increas
ingly dire warnings of radiation hazards from the
wreck. Whether these warnings were based on more
recent findings from the earlier survey or were attempts
to elicit Western cooperation and funding for measure
nients and cleanup is not clear.
under way,

the

another attempt

Academician

Spasskiy

warned the Commissioner for

1993 that

two

years

European Community in May
of research revealed that plutonium

made

was not

they

were

the cable broke, and
on

this cruise.

The 1993 survey detected radioactive cesium 137 from
the corroding reactors but determined that contamina
tion from the reactors remained

The

most

hole

over

slight.

of the 1993 survey was
20 feet wide blown in the forward torpedo

startling discovery

compartment. If this hole
veys, it

External Relations of the

of the disaster. As

causes

capsule, however,

was

speculation

was

noted

during

earlier

a

sur

reported in the open press. Current
is that an explosion of hydrogen from stor
not

age batteries caused the damage. The entire compart
ment was deformed, and at least two of the nuclear

begin in a couple of years, could disperse
danger quickly, and spread radioactive contam
ination as much as 60 miles along undersea currents, poi
soning edible sea life. His warnings reached a large
audiencereaders of The New York Times Op Ed page.

torpedoes were mashed up in their tubes and could
not be safely recovered. Leakage of plutonium was not
immediately evident but would be unlikely to spread far.

Eventually Dutch, Norwegian, and American specialists
joined the Russians in Keldysh for an extensive survey.

results showed environmental

leakage

a

could

toxic

Sensors used

1992

were even more

elaborate than those in

governments contributed

and

foreign
expertise
equipmentincluding robots and a high resolution
video camera developed by the Woods Hole Oceano
graphic Institution and Sony.
as

Results of the

the site

August 1993

survey

suggested

that waters

and thus the

mixing vertically,
not being rapidly contaminated.
Slow currents were moving north, not toward Europe,
and were remaining at the 1-mile depth. Dr. Charles
at

life in the

were

not

sea

area was

Hollister, an expert on deep-sea storms from Woods
Hole, doubted that the heavy plutonium, bonding with

clay, would cause significant contamination, but noted
further study was needed, inasmuch as underwater
storms can move mud equal to the annual discharge of
the Mississippi River.

Biologic, sediment, and water samples were sent to
oratories of all cooperating countries. Preliminary
that

in the

impact

area were

to be

slight and
previ

weaker than

deep
ously believed. Spasskiy nonetheless
currents

lab

asserts

that

Komsomolets continues to corrode and that radioactive

Damage to human health
monitoring will be needed

release will increase.

significant
ensure

In

now,

but

that any future threat is forewarned.

mid-September 1993,

soon

is not
to

after

for extensive research

on

Keldysh

returned but too

recovered

samples,

Ten

giz Borisov, head of the Russian Special Committee for
the Conduct of Underwater Work, told reporters that his
committee had decided
in

place

fishing

in

summer

will be

this statement and

Russian

engineers found the escape capsule that had
separated from the submarine and later sunk. They
wanted to recover logs and data books inside for further

50

seal the

corroding torpedoes

in the

a

leak,

Sea for

Norwegian
years. The discrepancy between
more benign findings on site was not

impossible

between 600 and 700

explained.

to

1994. He added, If there is

Komsomolets

Epilogue

all survivors, and examination of the hull and debris. In
the many articles

answer to

Near the end

of 1993,

a

decision

was

blaming

the

Navys inade

quate maintenance and damage control training for the

reached.

finally

Special Committee for the
of Underwater Work found that radioactive
seepage was at that time insignificant but that deteriora
tion of the torpedoes could cause serious consequences
in two to three years. Therefore, it would be necessary
to seal the bow of Komsomolets. using a special com
pound yet to be developed, entombing it in a special
sarcophagus.

First Rank in the

The Russian Governments

tragedy, Krapivin,

Conduct

technical service, reconstructs the accident from

age control stations and duties of

their actions, and the technical
Komosolets

drawn from this

The

lowing primary

leaks. The Komsomolets..

is

.

now

description

N.

the Norwegian
slowly burying
crew.

Few

mile

deep

Sea. Natural sediment
the wreck, its

in

a

of how

and foundered

are

source.

of the

sinking

also is based

on

the fol

sources:

rescue

aircraft.

quiet part of

drifts

debris, and

members and

Sovietskaya Rossiya (The Last Order, by
Domkovskiy, 15 April 1989, p.6) gives the point of

view from the
a

Navys
begin-

An article in

embedded in mud in

international waters.

Komsomolets lies broken

crew

explanation

caught fire, flooded,

stated, Russia
nuclear

on 12 July /994
yesterday it had sealed a sunken
submarine off Norway to prevent radioactive

Captain

fling to end and, in the process, exonerates the crew. The
day of the patrol, the depth of the submarine, the dam

A Reuters wire release from Moscow

said

a

down

most

The 13

names

it also contains

artifacts have been raised. One of them, the

ships clock, was sent to the Central Naval Museum
Leningrad. It stopped at 5:43 p.m. on 7 April 1989.

May 1989 issue of Krasnaya Zvezda (pp. 1-2)

lists the full

of its

an

and survivor status of the crew, and

interview of Fleet Admiral V. Cher

navin, who gives the view of the Main Navy Staff and

in

provides background

information

on

the

cause

of the

fire.

Sources

An article in

Komsomolets

time-lines and individual activities aboard the subma

Janes

rine, based

Sovietskaya Voin (At the Deserted
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